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Chapter 241 The demon general 

It took about ten minutes to finish off the Hercules commander. 

The entire monster attack had only lasted for an hour. He had wasted a lot of time and had to hurry 

back to the East Gate. 

let’s see if we can fight another big boss later. 

Other than Mr. Wu, who had obtained a skill book from the South Gate, the others had not gained 

much. 

They would have to rely on the red packets sent by Windcloud blade to earn some gold coins. 

This was normal. Not every time they fought a boss, they would get a big harvest. 

Normally, a red boss would drop two pieces of red equipment, and that would be considered a pass. 

If he wanted better items, he had to do it more often. The more times he did it, the more likely it was 

for him to get good items. 

Of course, if he wanted to get something good, he could also go and fight a real-name boss. 

Zhang Shan and the rest had fought three real name bosses, and each time, they had a good harvest. 

However, real-name bosses were not easy to deal with. Every real-name BOSS was extremely powerful. 

There was no one that was easy to deal with. Without thousands or tens of thousands of players, there 

was no way they could even think about fighting a real-name BOSS. 

The key was that it was a real-name BOSS, which was not easy to find. So far, they had only found it in 

the Heaven’s Gate map. 

They had fought it three times. Zhang Shan had never heard of any other players in the game who had 

successfully defeated a real-name BOSS. 

“let’s go back to the east gate.” 

” we still have to kill our way to the south gate, but brother divine weapon can teleport there directly. 

i’m so envious. ” 

“What are you envious for? I’ll send you to the South Gate first.” 

zhang shan opened his mouth and said. it was not because of these big bosses that they could not kill 

their way through the monster horde to the south gate. 

It was just that their clearing speed was too slow. 

Even though they had all gathered level 30 red equipment, and their equipment and skills were all pretty 

good. 



That would take a lot of time, and time was precious during the event. 

After Zhang Shan finished speaking, he led the way and killed his way to the South Gate. 

Zhang Shan had just knocked down dozens of people and was still red-named, so he could not enter the 

city. 

However, there was no problem fighting outside the city gate. Red names would be locked in a small 

black room if they entered the city. 

As long as he did not enter the city, he would be fine. 

Zhang Shan escorted the rest of the group to the South Gate, then used the positioning ball to return to 

the East Gate. 

“ASIBA, brother divine weapon is back.” 

this positioning bead is indeed useful. It can move freely. 

“By the way, brother artifact’s character name is red. Be careful not to die, hehe.” 

“are you kidding me? do you think i’ll die so easily? he’ll be fine even if we all die.” 

After Zhang Shan returned to his previous farming position, he continued to join the previous defensive 

circle formation. 

He didn’t know if his red name would be cleared by the end of the event. 

However, it did not matter. After all, he would be directly teleported to beast King Valley after the 

event. 

Staying in the beast King Valley to farm monsters, it didn’t matter how red his name was, no one would 

go there to kill him anyway. 

Not long after, wind and cloud blade returned with the others. 

why haven’t we seen the big boss yet? if we continue, the event will be half over. 

“who knows? maybe the big boss has already spawned and hasn’t been discovered yet.” 

that’s impossible. Although many players have returned to the city, there are still many players outside 

the city. It’s impossible that they didn’t notice the boss’s appearance. 

what’s the situation in the other cities? did you find any big bosses? ” 

I haven’t heard of it yet. The situation in the other cities is similar to ours. They are also guarding and 

farming monsters. 

“Should we go a little further in front? could the big boss be in front?” 

it’s possible. Could it be that the big boss doesn’t dare to get close to the city, afraid of being killed by 

the NPCs? ” 

let’s not be in a hurry. Let’s wait and see what the situation is like in the other cities. 



As for everyone’s thoughts of charging forward through the monster horde, Feng Yun realm indicated 

that they would wait. 

In any case, the situation in each city was similar. They could only stay outside the city to farm monsters, 

and it was the same for the others. 

Let’s see how the players from the other cities are doing it. If no one has a big Boss to fight, then it 

doesn’t matter. 

there was no BOSS at the east gate, so everyone could only focus on killing monsters. 

They had been killing monsters for quite some time, but they had never seen any less of them. 

It was always densely packed, giving people the feeling that the monsters were endless and could never 

be finished. 

not long after, someone suddenly shouted in the guild channel. 

quick, look at the regional channel. Someone said that a Wolf King has appeared outside the north gate. 

f * ck, why did the wolf King go to the north gate? why didn’t he come here? this is too much. 

... 

I really want to fight a boss. It’s boring to just kill small monsters. 

didn’t you guys just fight an orange boss? ” 

what the hell? an orange boss can be called a boss? ” 

what a big tone. Don’t treat the village chief as a cadre. 

“By the way, should we go and fight the wolf King at the north gate?” 

“go my ass. someone must be fighting a weakling like the wolf king now.” 

yeah, as a red boss, the wolf King is a little weak. Any team with a little bit of strength should be able to 

beat it. 

sigh, let’s wait for the next one. I don’t believe that no boss is coming to the East Gate. 

not long after, a red boss appeared at the west gate. it was a red boss that no one had ever seen before, 

a level 50 ironback bear king. 

f * ck, bosses appeared at all three gates. Why isn’t there any at my East Gate? ” 

“what’s the rush? since there’s a boss at every city gate, we’ll definitely have one here too.” 

... 

“That Ironback Bear King, should we go over and get it? It’s a level 50 red boss, I don’t think anyone else 

can handle it. ” 

forget it, let’s not go. The event time is almost half over. If we go to the West Gate now and a boss 

appears on our side, we won’t be able to make it back in time. 



yes, time is limited. Let’s just wait. 

The wolf King that had appeared at the north gate was being beaten up by a small guild. 

However, no one dared to fight the Ironback Bear King outside the West Gate. A level 50 red boss was 

no laughing matter. 

Even the wind and cloud Guild had to form several parties to have a chance of winning. 

The BOSS was about 20 levels higher than the players. Just the level suppression alone was enough to 

make them suffer. 

The entire regional channel was filled with wails as the Ironback Bear King charged forward with no one 

able to stop it. 

The players outside the north gate No longer had a place to stand, and they all retreated back into the 

city. 

those who were far away from the city gates could only pray that the ironback bear king would not find 

them. otherwise, they could only admit that they were unlucky. 

” sigh, we picked the wrong place. next time, let’s change the city gate guard. ” 

“wait a minute. a big BOSS has appeared in an yi city of wei. he’s a guerrilla general of the demon race.” 

“What? a demon general has appeared? ASIBA had finally shown himself. Since they have a demon 

general on their side, our Dangyang city should also have one, right?” 

wind cloud blade said excitedly. he wanted to find the demon general and complete his mission of 

challenging the demon general. 

He had been searching for a long time, but he had not even seen a shadow. Now, he had finally 

appeared. 

 

Chapter 242-second-rate general? 

Windcloud blade wasn’t the only one excited. The other members of the Guild were also overjoyed. 

They had been fighting the small monsters for almost half an hour. Was it finally time for the big boss to 

come out? 

I want to ask the Wei country which city gate the demon guerrilla general appeared at and whether the 

boss is strong or not. 

“what’s there to ask? we’ll just attack together when we see him.” 

sigh, I’m just afraid that other city gates will appear. By then, we’ll have to spend time again. Wouldn’t it 

be a waste of time to run over? ” 

that’s right. There’s only half an hour left. If the guerilla general is too strong, we might not be able to 

kill him. 



what are you afraid of? if we can’t kill him, then others can forget about it. 

yes, we have brother divine equipment with us. The Panda bear is so tanky. Fighting the boss is our 

advantage. 

look carefully. Don’t miss the boss even when it appears. Also, pay more attention to the regional 

channel to see if it has appeared at other gates. 

While everyone was looking forward to it, a figure riding a tall horse suddenly appeared among the 

monsters in the distance. 

A general in iron armor rode a tall horse and rushed toward the East Gate. 

“asiba, look over there. is that the demon general?” 

holy sh * t, this general doesn’t look simple. This is the first time we’ve seen a monster on a horse. 

so what if he’s riding a horse? he’s still going to be blown up. 

clear a path and get ready to intercept the BOSS. 

Feng Yun realm said. 

Time was limited, so they had to catch the BOSS quickly and defeat it as soon as possible. It would be a 

joke if the event ended halfway through the battle. 

Wind and cloud Guild’s dozens of circular formations quickly closed in and cleared all the surrounding 

monsters. 

Previously, in order to farm monsters, they had split up into dozens of formations. 

Now that they didn’t need to farm the small monsters, they had to stick together. This demon general 

didn’t look simple. If they didn’t attack him together, they might not be able to defeat him. 

Besides, there was a BOSS to fight, so there was no need to deal with the small monsters. They just had 

to take down this general on the horse. 

Their monster attack this time could be considered a success. 

six-barreled, lead the way and block the BOSS from the front. Everyone else, get ready. 

Feng Yun realm quickly made arrangements. 

He did not know the attributes and skills of the Nephilim guerrilla general, and there were monsters 

everywhere. 

There was no way for anyone to go up and try, so they could only let Zhang Shan pull the BOSS first. 

As for whether the Panda ball could withstand it or not, there was no need to worry about that. If it 

couldn’t, they would have to rely on more people to kill it. 

Let’s try again. 



Zhang Shan led the Panda bear and took the lead, opening up a path in front and intercepting the 

guerilla general who was charging in. 

The other tens of thousands of guild members also gathered behind him and advanced. 

After a short while, the general of the demon guerrilla hit Zhang Shan and the others. He urged his horse 

and rushed over. 

zhang shan quickly controlled the panda dumpling and blocked in front. 

Now, he could finally see the general’s face and name. 

Zaire, the guerrilla general of the demons, wielded a long spear and its armor glowed with a strange 

light. 

” it’s a BOSS with a real name. i think it’s very fierce. the support is ready to heal the panda team. ” 

“Don’t worry, brother divine weapon. Let’s go.” 

Zhang Shan controlled the Panda to block Zaire. 

Zaire, the general of the demon guerrillas, rode on a horse and stabbed the Panda Regiment with a 

spear. Damage-67097. 

It was alright, only around 60000 damage, not too strong. 

After the Panda bear had pulled the BOSS back, Zhang Shan started to attack as well. He was checking 

Zaire’s attributes. 

Demon guerrilla general Zaire (red): Level 50, attack 40000, HP 12000000 

Skill 1, spear thrust, skill 2, war soul (passive), skill 3, three spear technique, skill 4, army assault. 

[ spear thrust: zayi charges while riding a horse, increases damage by 100%. ] 

[ fighting soul (passive): demon generals who have comprehended the fighting soul will have their attack 

power increased by 100%. ] 

[ three spear Arts: Zaire stabs three times in a row, dealing three damages. ] 

[ full force assault: whenever a crisis occurs, zaire will lead its army to launch a full force assault on the 

enemy and crush them. ] 

“f * ck! why can this demon general attack while riding on a horse? why can’t we attack while we’re 

riding on a horse?” 

“You little chicken, can you compare to him? Zaire is a general.” 

“Yeah, you want to compete with BOSS? isn’t that a joke?” 

“Maybe when we reach level 50, we’ll be able to Mount an attack?” 

who knows? let’s kill the boss first. This Zaire doesn’t seem that strong. 



that’s right. In the beginning, I thought that demon generals were very fierce. I didn’t expect them to be 

second-rate. 

... 

“Water? Zaire was not a weakling at all. Why don’t you go up and try to take some damage?” 

Compared to the son of the orc God, nakaris, Zaire was indeed weaker. 

The main reason was that the skill difference was too great. Nakaris ‘divine power passive skill increased 

all attributes. 

Zaire’s war soul was passive. It only increased its attack power and did not increase any other attributes. 

Other than its passive skill, Zaire’s other skills were not that powerful. 

Most of the red bosses had a similar skill that increased their damage by 100%. 

as for zaire’s [ three spear techniques ], it only dealt triple damage. with his 40000 attack, his theoretical 

damage was only 120000. it was impossible for him to kill the panda ball. 

To Zhang Shan and the others, as long as the Panda bear could take on a BOSS, it was not very powerful. 

As for the BOSS’s ultimate skill, he could still tell what it was, but it didn’t feel too strong. 

perhaps it was similar to the wolf king’s attack, at least from the description of the skill. 

” this BOSS’s skill doesn’t look like a real name BOSS. it’s probably similar to a normal red BOSS. ” 

... 

isn’t that just right? if he’s too strong, it’ll be so tiring to fight. 

” what’s so good about it? it’s not challenging at all. besides, trash bosses don’t drop anything good 

either. ” 

I don’t need a challenge. I just need to complete the mission and defeat the BOSS. 

Windcloud blade said happily. It was good that the BOSS was weak, as it would allow him to complete 

his quest. 

If he was too strong, they wouldn’t be able to defeat the BOSS. Wouldn’t that mean that his quest to 

challenge the demon general would be delayed for a while? 

hehe, brother one blade, be careful that this BOSS doesn’t count. This is just a guerrilla general. 

Whether or not it counts as a demon general is still a question. 

“Are you kidding me? isn’t a guerrilla general a general? Could it be that the White Horse isn’t a horse?” 

After the Panda ball pulled the BOSS, the others also began to attack. 

A few hundred of them were attacking Zaire, while the rest of them did not have a position to attack. 

They cleared the nearby monsters and formed a large circle to protect their team that was fighting the 

BOSS. 



No matter if it was the small monsters or the other players from Dangyang city, they were not allowed 

to get close. 

This was to prevent them from being distracted by other things when they were fighting the BOSS. 

 

Chapter 243 The little Secretary has become stronger 

Everyone got into formation and focused their firepower on Zaire, causing all sorts of damage to be 

dealt. 

The health bar of Zaire, the general of the Nephilim Army, was slowly dropping. 

The Panda bear was tanking the BOSS steadily, and Zaire would occasionally deal critical hits. 

The damage was close to 130000, instantly emptying the Panda ball’s HP. Fortunately, the support was 

strong and quickly raised its HP again. 

ASIBA, it doesn’t look like he’s in a good position either. Zaire’s minor skill was a critical hit, but it was 

able to reduce the Panda’s health to zero. If he were to use the three spear techniques and have a 

critical hit, wouldn’t the Panda’s life be over? ” 

“You’re talking nonsense. Of course, we’ll die. We’re fighting a BOSS, how can we really take it so 

steadily? That’s looking down on Zaire. After all, it’s just a BOSS with a real name.” 

f * ck, I really don’t know how the others are fighting. If brother divine weapon’s Panda ball can’t even 

hold on, how are the others going to fight? ” 

what’s the situation in the other cities? are there any organizations fighting the BOSS? ” 

Since guerilla generals of the demon race had appeared in Wei’s Anyi city and Chu’s Dangyang city ... 

The remaining 19 cities should have also appeared. 

Basically, every city would have some strong players or powerful players ‘guilds. 

Seeing a real name BOSS, there was no reason for others to not fight it. 

almost all of them are fighting. Some cities are even fighting to fight. 

“Haha, which city has already started fighting?” 

Although players from the same city would definitely be red-named if they were to PK, killing people 

was nothing in order to snatch bosses. 

Just now, when they were beating up the Hercules commander, Zhang Shan did not want to let that 

group of fools cause any trouble. 

Didn’t he just knock down a group of people? his character name was still red. 

a few cities have started fighting, and it’s a mess. In our Chu country’s cloud dream city, traversing Four 

Seas and the unfettered Guild have started fighting. 



holy crap, the Dragon King of the East Sea is really restless. I thought he had changed since he didn’t 

come to us for so long. 

what’s there to fight? guerilla generals aren’t weak to begin with. If they start fighting, no one will be 

able to defeat the boss. 

“Yes, even if they don’t fight, they might not be able to defeat the guerrilla generals before the end of 

the event.” 

“You’re right. In this monster attack, I don’t think there are many cities that can really defeat the 

guerrilla general.” 

haha, who cares? as long as we can blow them up, that’s fine. 

Although there was no limit to the number of players who could fight a boss outside the city, a boss like 

Zaire with over 100 million HP should have been able to defeat it. 

If the various guilds gathered their members and fought the boss together, they should be able to defeat 

it. They could even kill the boss with numbers. 

However, the problem was that there wasn’t enough time. There was less than half an hour left before 

the event ended. 

If he wanted to kill the demon general in such a short time, he had to consider his strength and 

cooperation. 

The wind and cloud Guild had Zhang Shan’s Panda Group, so they could hold Zaire back. 

The others just had to keep on dealing damage, but other cities didn’t have such a powerful tank. 

they could only rely on human lives to kill the boss, which greatly affected their efficiency. if they did not 

do well, the boss might be killed by the system before the event ended, and they would have wasted 

their efforts. 

“Let’s be careful too. Don’t let anyone come and cause trouble.” 

what are you afraid of? if you dare to come over, I’ll just Cut You Down. 

guys on the outside, keep an eye out. If you see any bastards with bad intentions, Don’t be polite. 

yes, we have to watch out. Look at the regional channel. The group of people who were just killed by 

brother artifact is now clamoring again. They are getting ready to come over and destroy it. 

When Zhang Shan heard this, he could not help but be happy. If only that kind of trash came to cause 

trouble ... 

There was no need to worry at all. That group of noobs was too weak. What kind of people could they 

pull in? 

It was impossible to break through their outer defense and affect their fight against the boss. 

then we don’t have to bother with this guy. He’s a noob. It’s a question whether he can withstand the 

small monsters outside the city and come here. 



“Haha, so weak? If they come, I’ll feel a little embarrassed to attack them. I feel like I’m bullying them.” 

what can we do? if they really come to seek death, we can only send them on their way. 

As they continued to deal damage to Zaire, they were also discussing the possible accidents that might 

happen. 

After all, there were tens of millions of players in Dangyang city. 

If they wanted to die, they had to be well prepared so that they wouldn’t be in a mess. 

As they were chatting, Zaire suddenly thrust its spear three times. 

one of the shots had a critical hit effect and directly killed the panda ball. 

f * ck, the tower has fallen. Warriors, hurry up and catch it. 

f * ck, what I’m afraid of is coming. This Zaire’s three spear techniques can really deal a critical hit. 

“Don’t panic. Warrior, hold the boss for a while and wait for six-barreled to summon his pet again.” 

Secretary Feng Yun charged forward and pulled Zaire back. 

Zaire, the general of the Nephilims, fired a shot at him, dealing-70266 damage. 

Little Secretary Feng Yun did not die. His HP was over 70000, so he managed to block it. 

“support, hurry up and heal me. i think i can still take two hits.” 

... 

As the Secretary spoke, she activated her blocking skill. 

[block] skill has a 20% chance to block one attack for 10 seconds. 

if they were lucky, they could tank a few more attacks from the BOSS. this skill was still very powerful. 

ASIBA, the little Secretary has finally risen. I’ve underestimated him. 

“Haha, I bet he won’t last for more than five seconds.” 

are you looking down on Zaire? he’s going to fall in three seconds. 

f * ck, can you stop making sarcastic remarks? why don’t you guys take the blame? ” 

Secretary Windcloud was having a hard time holding off Zaire. Every time the BOSS attacked, he would 

be left with no health left. 

Under the hard work of the group of support players, he had actually managed to withstand a few hits. 

However, as long as Zaire’s attack triggered the critical effect, he might die. 

Zhang Shan ignored him. Who cared how long he could hold on? if the little Secretary hung up, there 

were other people. 

... 



He quickly summoned the Panda ball again and fed it to increase the pet’s happiness to a healthy state. 

Then, he controlled the Panda ball to move forward again and pulled Zaire’s aggro with a combo. 

f * ck, I can’t believe it. The little Secretary actually made it. Godly equipment bro just recruited a new 

pet. That’s awesome. 

“Haha, I’ve finally become stronger.” 

Secretary Feng Yun cried out happily. As a tank, he could finally be of some use. 

Of course, he was just lucky to have dealt a critical hit in Zaire. 

It happened to be triggered by his [ block ] skill, and he blocked the damage from the BOSS ‘critical hit. 

Otherwise, little Secretary Feng Yun would have died long ago and would not have lasted until now. 

 

Chapter 244 The flood of cavalry 

After Zhang Shan controlled the Panda and pulled Zaire back, everyone returned to a stable state of 

output. 

zaire’s health had dropped to more than 20%, and there were still more than 20 minutes before the 

event ended. 

It was enough for them to kill the BOSS. 

As long as the Panda bear didn’t fall, they didn’t have to do anything. They just had to continue to deal 

damage. 

As Zhang Shan attacked the BOSS, he opened the world Channel to take a look out of boredom. 

Ever since the start of the monster siege, the world Channel had been in a mess. 

All sorts of curses and insults were thrown at him. 

this monster attack is so boring. It’s just killing monsters. If I knew, I wouldn’t have come back. It doesn’t 

matter where I kill monsters. 

“You can also fight the BOSS. Have all the bosses in your city been killed? He can’t be that strong.” 

what kind of BOSS is this? let’s not talk about whether we can defeat it or not. The key is to rush to the 

BOSS’s side. There are small monsters everywhere, and it’s difficult to move even a step. There’s no way 

to get close to the BOSS. 

he’s so f * cking noob. He can’t even get past the small monsters? ” 

you sound like you’re very powerful. I didn’t see you guys take down many bosses. 

“haha, our guild, the domineering aura, is currently organizing a team to fight the big boss, the 

nephilim’s general of guerrilla warfare, klass.” 

“Brother upstairs, how’s the battle going? can you win?” 



are you kidding me? it’s just a small boss. It’s a piece of cake to beat it. 

f * ck, stop bragging. It’d be a joke if you haven’t defeated the boss by the end of the event. 

“dragon king of the east sea, if you have the guts, go and fight the demon general now.” 

we can’t fight the members of getaway, so you guys can’t either. We’ll hold on until the event ends. If 

you’re not happy, we’ll start a guild War. 

” to the two bosses above, i’ll give you a suggestion. you can work together to fight the BOSS, hehe. ” 

“Haha, if they could cooperate, they wouldn’t be fighting.” 

“actually, it’s fine even if we don’t fight the demon general. we can’t defeat him anyway.” 

that’s right. It’s such a powerful BOSS, and it’s surrounded by small monsters. Our city’s guerilla general 

has already given up. No one’s fighting it. 

“It’s so rare to see such an awesome BOSS, aren’t you guys going to fight it? It’s such a pity.” 

“A little guerrilla general. Let’s not fight, hehe.” 

“Which cities are there? tell me about the cities that the battle with the generals went smoothly.” 

“An Yi city is working hard. They will soon lose 30% of their health.” 

“The progress in LAN Tian city is going well, we’ve already reached 20%.” 

“Awesome, are these two guilds the only ones that are going smoothly? what about the other cities? 

weren’t they the top ten guilds? don’t even mention the other guilds, they can’t even take down a 

boss.” 

“LAN Ling city is working hard, but they have only managed to reduce it by less than 10%.” 

then what’s the point of fighting? there’s only 20 minutes left until the end of the event. You can’t kill 

him, can you? ” 

“What about the wind and cloud Guild? don’t they usually fight bosses fiercely? Are you fighting a 

guerrilla general?” 

” those trash from the wind cloud guild only know how to kill solo players, especially six-barreled 

bodhisattva. how would they dare to fight the BOSS? ” 

Zhang Shan was on the world Channel, looking at all kinds of bragging. Suddenly, he realized that 

someone was defaming him. 

It was probably because of those little pieces of trash that he had just beaten up. Zhang Shan could not 

bear to do it. 

what kind of joke was this? they didn’t dare to fight the BOSS and only knew how to kill unspecialized 

characters? 

they were clearly fighting a BOSS, and the attacks were just in passing. 



we’re fighting the general. Let’s wait for the announcement. 

Zhang Shan replied on the world Channel with a gold coin. 

the divine weapon boss is still as domineering as ever. He’s so confident. Let’s wait for the system 

announcement. 

“By the way, what’s going on with the wind and cloud Guild’s attack?” 

what’s there to ask? which day in the game doesn’t have pk? so what if I kill a few people I don’t like? ” 

After Zhang Shan closed the world Channel, he looked at Zaire’s health. It had been reduced by more 

than 30%. 

During this time, the Panda ball didn’t fall to the ground again. 

Although Zaire was capable of using the three spear techniques without stopping, it was fortunate that 

it did not trigger a critical hit. 

Other than that, Zaire’s other attacks were not enough to instantly kill the Panda. 

It was still stable for the time being. 

feng yunqing and the other guild leader would cast a curse skill on zaire every minute. 

Everyone took the opportunity to deal high damage. 

In less than ten minutes, Zaire’s blood level had dropped to half. 

the BOSS is almost at half health. Should we use the stun skill to interrupt the BOSS ‘ultimate skill? ” 

Someone asked in the Guild channel. 

I don’t think there’s a need for that. We still have to clear the monsters at the outer perimeter. We 

might not have enough people to interrupt the BOSS’s ultimate. 

... 

break my A * s! That Zaire’s ultimate doesn’t look that strong. It’s just like the alpha Wolf’s ultimate. Let 

it do it. 

“Are you sure? Don’t be fooled by the skill’s description.” 

” let’s get ready and try to interrupt the BOSS’s ultimate skill, regardless of whether it’s strong or not. ” 

feng yun realm said after some consideration. 

Stability was the most important, even though it seemed like they had plenty of time. 

However, what if Zaire’s ultimate skill was unexpectedly strong? it would be a joke if they did not defeat 

the BOSS in the end. 

When Zaire’s HP dropped to half, the BOSS started channeling. 



The two archers who were already prepared fired their meteor arrows at the same time, interrupting 

Zaire’s channeling. 

After the channeling was interrupted, Zaire did not continue channeling. Instead, it waved its spear and 

attacked the Panda ball. 

“This guerrilla general doesn’t play by the rules. I have to be careful.” 

what’s wrong with that? that son of the beast God, nakaris, didn’t he have a channeling bar either? ” 

... 

“Who cares, I’ll interrupt it as long as it’s channeling.” 

All of a sudden, Zaire brandished its spear and stabbed three times in a row, triggering a critical hit and 

knocking the Panda ball down. 

“F * ck, again.” 

secretary feng yun quickly followed up and pulled zaire back. 

However, this time, his luck wasn’t so good. Secretary Feng Yun had just charged forward. 

Zaire took him away with a single shot. 

f * ck, this is too weak. Is this a tank that can be instantly killed? ” 

“The Warriors behind, hurry up and catch up. Don’t panic.” 

as the panda ball and secretary feng yun fell to the ground one after another, the scene became a little 

chaotic. 

At that moment, Zaire started channeling again, and two meteor arrows were fired. 

One arrow missed, and the other arrow actually missed. 

“Hurry up and make up for it.” 

The crowd hurriedly called out. 

However, it was too late. Zaire had already completed the channeling of its ultimate skill. 

The spear in his hand swung forward, and a large number of demon cavalry appeared out of nowhere. 

They charged towards them like a flood. 

At this moment, Zhang Shan had just summoned the Panda dumpling. He was feeding her. 

A large number of demonic cavalrymen charged towards him, and the Guild players who had been 

blocking his way had long been drowned in the flood of cavalrymen. 

‘Holy F * ck, what’s going on? where are the people in front? why did they all fall?’ 

 



Chapter 245 a big rescue 

Looking at the flood of demon cavalry, Zhang Shan was helpless. Why did the people in front all fall? it 

was really strange. 

At this time, the Panda dumpling’s happiness had increased to a healthy state after being fed. 

Zhang Shan quickly controlled the Panda tuan Zi to block in front of him and asked at the same time. 

“What’s going on? why did so many people fall? are these demon cavalries that fierce?” 

I don’t know how strong it is. I was knocked out in seconds. 

“Me too, I don’t even know what happened before I fell to the ground.” 

“Cupid, hurry up and use your big move. Why are you still keeping your big move? hurry up and use it to 

clear out these demon cavalry.” 

At this moment, Feng Yun realm had already fallen to the ground. As the melee damage dealer, follow 

me was the one standing at the front. 

The only one with an ultimate skill in the Guild was the wind cloud Cupid. 

“Oh my God, I forgot I still have a big move.” 

After saying that, the wind cloud Cupid shot out an arrow, and the arrow fell like rain. 

The flood of cavalry was basically covered, and more than half of the demon cavalry that were rushing 

towards Zhang Shan’s side were instantly cleared. 

The remaining small portion of the demon cavalry was quickly cleared out by the others. 

At this moment, zayi, who had no one to hold him back, was killing in all directions, and no one could 

stop him with a single shot. 

Zhang Shan controlled the Panda bear to move forward and pulled the boss back. At the same time, he 

continued to deal damage. 

Those who had fallen to the ground were also resurrected by the support. 

“Be careful, don’t flip another car.” 

f * ck! The cavalrymen that Zaire summoned were so scary. Their attack power was so high that I was 

killed in one shot. 

don’t talk about you brittleskin. Even I, with 30000 HP, was killed in an instant. 

“What the f * ck, do you have to be so exaggerated? what kind of cavalry are those?” 

“Did anyone see what attributes those cavalrymen had?” 

I’ve taken a look. The others are normal, but their attack power is terrifying. Just like Zaire, they have an 

attack power of 40000. 

Nani, that means that the cavalrymen that Zaire summoned are the weaker version of the boss. 



ASIBA, this is too scary. This group of bosses is too scary. 

“it’s actually not that bad. although those cavalrymen have high attack power, their hp is only the same 

as normal monsters. otherwise, we wouldn’t have been able to kill them in one hit with our ulti.” 

“what the f * ck? if the boss’s hp is the same as the boss’, what’s the point of fighting it? i might as well 

just wash up and go to sleep.” 

“It’s a good thing that Cupid didn’t die just now. Otherwise, we would’ve been completely screwed. 

There’s no way we could’ve stopped a group of cavalrymen with such high attack power and a boss.” 

these real name bosses are so f * cking strong. None of them are weak. 

yeah, I thought that this guerrilla general was a weakling. Who knew that his ultimate skill was so 

powerful? ” 

the key is that I can’t see the skill description. No matter how I look at it, it’s similar to the wolf King’s big 

move. 

f * ck, this skill description is so f * cking ridiculous. Why didn’t it explain how good the soldiers under 

Zaire were? ” 

it’s fine. We’ve only fallen into this trap once. We’ll know how to deal with it next time. 

“Do we still interrupt next time?” 

“Break my ass, don’t we still have two big moves? When you see Zaire’s channeling bar, just use your 

ultimate.” 

let’s do our best to interrupt them. If Zaire uses more than three ultimate skills, we’ll be in trouble. 

Feng Yun realm said. 

I hope that Zaire’s channeling time is not too frequent. If he continues to cast his ultimate, it will be hard 

to deal with. 

Everyone was scared by the BOSS’s big move. It looked like an ordinary big move. 

He didn’t expect there to be such a fierce one. 

However, no matter how powerful the BOSS’s ultimate skill was, they had to continue fighting. 

Otherwise, wouldn’t their efforts be in vain? 

Zhang Shan had even bragged in the world Channel, telling everyone to wait for the system 

announcement. 

If they failed to defeat the guerilla general by the end of the event, it would be embarrassing for the 

entire game. 

“How are the other guilds that are fighting the guerilla general? how are they dealing with the BOSS’s 

big move?” 



Thinking of the braggart he had bragged in the world Channel, Zhang Shan could not help but be 

concerned about the progress of the other cities. 

However, it wasn’t convenient for him to check the world Channel now. He was focused on attacking 

the BOSS and didn’t dare to be distracted at all. He had to ask the others. 

there’s no movement. They haven’t even hit half of their health, have they? ” 

“It can’t be, an Yi city’s war god Guild was ahead of us in progress just now.” 

“I don’t know. I didn’t hear anything.” 

ignore them. Let’s do our best. We just have to blow up zayi as soon as possible. 

After taking out another 10% of his health, Zaire did not cast any more spells. It seemed like the 

cooldown time of the guerilla General’s ultimate skill was quite long. 

he probably wouldn’t use any big moves for a while, so he just kept riding on his horse and attacking the 

panda ball with his spear. 

Just as Zhang Shan heaved a sigh of relief, Zaire’s [three spear techniques] dealt another critical hit and 

knocked out the Panda. 

... 

“Fuck.” 

Feng Yun’s Secretary quickly went forward to pull the boss. Zhang Shan could only summarise the Panda 

bear again. 

damn it, the panda ball had already died several times. 

The probability of zayi’s three spear techniques being a critical hit was too high. He felt like he was being 

targeted. 

After feeding his pet, the Panda ball pulled Zaire back. 

f * ck, this boss is so strong. Why do I feel like it’s even stronger than the son of the beast God, nakaris? 

” 

not really. Nakaris is much stronger than him. 

yes, nakaris is stronger. Time is of the essence. If we take it slow, this guerrilla general will not be hard to 

deal with. 

furthermore, there are minions all around the perimeter. If there are no minions to interfere, we have a 

chance to interrupt Zaire’s ultimate. 

Just as they were talking, the boss started to cast again. 

the two archers quickly fired their meteor arrows, interrupting zaire’s channeling. 

... 



f * ck, keep an eye on it. Try not to let the boss finish channeling. 

yes, although we still have big moves, we should try to save them and try to interrupt the casting. 

Fortunately, Zaire did not continue after its channeling was interrupted. 

Everyone increased their attacks, and the boss’s health gradually decreased to nearly 20%. 

Zaire is about to go berserk. Can the Panda bear tank a berserk boss? ” 

“I don’t know,” 

Zhang Shan had no confidence. The few real name bosses he had fought before were easy to deal with 

during the berserk stage. 

Basically, the boss would not attack during the channeling, so they just had to keep interrupting the 

channeling. 

This guerrilla general didn’t play by the rules at all. 

If he didn’t cast anything and instead attacked the Panda ball like crazy, he might not be able to block it. 

After a boss went into berserk, not only would its attack speed become faster, but its attack power 

would also increase significantly. 

The Panda bear was already having a hard time tanking the attacks. If Zaire’s attack power and speed 

were to increase further ... 

The Panda dumpling might not be able to take it. 

 

Chapter 246-first to blow up 

Faced with Zaire, who was on the verge of going berserk, Zhang Shan had no other choice but to brace 

himself and let the Panda bear hold on. 

At the very least, Zaire’s normal attacks would not be able to kill the Panda fighter in one hit. The only 

thing that could be feared was his three spear techniques. 

After going berserk, his attack power was raised to the point where he could kill the Panda ball without 

a critical hit. 

That would be a little troublesome. Zaire was still using the three spear techniques quite frequently. 

Basically, for every ten attacks, he would use the three spear Arts. Three consecutive spear strikes were 

very difficult to block. 

Zaire’s normal three-shot technique could deal 120000 damage in theory. 

With the Panda ball’s defense and the passive damage reduction skill, the actual damage dealt was less 

than 100000. 

The Panda dumpling had more than 140000 health points. 



The attack power didn’t increase by more than 50%, so the Panda dumpling should still be able to take 

it. 

It probably wasn’t as stable as before. 

It did not take long for Zaire to enter a berserk state. Both its attack power and attack speed had been 

greatly enhanced. 

The damage from the shots hit the Panda ball, and the Panda ball’s health fluctuated. 

It looked like he was going to fall to the ground at any moment, and the group of supports kept healing 

the Panda team. 

With great difficulty, he helped it maintain its health. 

After a while of frenzied attacks, Zaire suddenly started channeling again. 

brothers, go ahead and interrupt it. 

Zhang Shan saw that Zaire had started to cast its ultimate. Not only was he not worried, he was excited. 

The channeling bar was good. When the boss was channeling, it would not attack the Panda bear 

anymore. 

It was just the right time for it to catch its breath. 

Two meteor arrows were shot out, interrupting Zaire’s channeling. Everyone continued to attack. 

After going berserk, the boss’s attacks became more powerful, but its defense became weaker. 

Under the relentless assault of the players, Zaire’s health bar was steadily dropping. 

Very quickly, he only had 10% of his health left. 

All of a sudden, the Panda ball was knocked down by Zaire. It was a critical hit from a small skill and 

three spear techniques. 

He directly knocked down the Panda ball. 

ASIBA. 

Zhang Shan was very helpless. It was not that the Panda dumpling was not tanky enough, but the Panda 

dumpling’s health and defense were already bug-like enough. 

It was more than twice as high as the top Guardian Warriors. 

However, it was still useless. He couldn’t hold on. The BOSS was too strong. 

This time, it was not Zaire’s [ three spear strikes ] that had triggered the critical hit effect. It was just that 

his attack speed had been enhanced after going berserk. 

Zaire’s Lance attack had triggered a critical hit. Before the support could rush over to fill up the Panda 

ball’s HP, the red-haired man had already died. 

Following that, he used the three spear Arts and knocked down the Panda dumpling. 



As soon as the Panda boss fell to the ground, Secretary Feng Yun quickly activated his block skill and 

used charge to pull the BOSS. 

The Secretary did not expect his blood volume to be enough to withstand Zaire’s attack. Even the Panda 

could not handle it, let alone him. 

He could only hope that he was lucky enough to trigger two more blocks. After all, one more block was 

one more block. 

After a short while, Zhang Shan summoned the Panda team to take over again. 

well, secretary feng yun had already fallen a long time ago. his blocking skill had not been triggered even 

once. his luck was also extremely bad. 

In the next few seconds, it was the other Warriors who used charge one by one that managed to control 

zayi. 

Holy F * ck! This Zaire is so f * cking strong! 

fierce my ass, isn’t it the same? we’re going to beat him up soon, hehe. 

that’s right. We don’t have to worry about it flipping its body. It only has 5% of its health left. I don’t 

believe that Zaire can do anything. 

“Haha, we’re the first guild to defeat a guerrilla general, right?” 

that’s for sure. I just asked someone. After the war god Guild was reduced to half health, they were 

flustered by the guerrilla General’s big move. 

“that’s normal. real name bosses aren’t easy to deal with. Does that guerilla general of theirs have the 

same skill as Zaire?” 

“Not really, but they’re even harder to deal with. The guerrilla general of Anyi city’s ultimate skill is 

ambush. As long as the casting bar is completed, those who are fighting the boss will be surrounded by a 

large group of demon Warriors.” 

“F * ck, there’s such a move? How do we deal with such a big move?” 

their ambushing troops are only slightly stronger than the normal monsters. They are not as strong as 

the cavalry summoned by Zaire. The stronger players should be able to hold them off for a while. 

that’s more like it. I thought that the guerilla generals on their side would have the same kind of 

cavalrymen as Zaire, with insane offensive power. 

that’s impossible. If the attack power of the ambushing troops is that high, wouldn’t they all fall the 

moment they start ambushing? ” 

“Hehe, that’s more fun.” 

now, they’re just interrupting the BOSS ‘channeling bar with a bunch of stun skills. They don’t even dare 

to let the BOSS use its ultimate skill. I’m scared. 

“That’s only if it can be broken.” 



... 

Interrupting the BOSS ‘channeling wasn’t something that could be done just because one wanted to. All 

sorts of accidents could happen at any time. 

“it’s alright. the casting time for the guerilla generals ‘big moves isn’t very frequent. it’s about the same 

for them.” 

“How did they manage to tank the boss” attacks? the attack power of the guerilla general is so high, 

there’s no way they could have stopped it. ” 

what are they blocking for? they’re definitely going to use human lives to fill in the gap. 

that’s right. Many of the war god Guild’s members have already died. We don’t even have enough 

resurrection skills to use. There are still many people lying on the ground. 

haha, we’re the best. With brother divine weapon’s Panda dumpling, we can take it. 

“What about the other guilds? did they manage to get the BOSS to half-HP?” 

it’s about the same for domineering aura. They only had half of their health left. 

these two guilds are so much stronger than us. If we didn’t have brother artifact, it would be difficult for 

us to defeat the BOSS before the event ends. 

cut the crap. Zaire is about to collapse. 

Thanks to everyone’s efforts, Zaire, the demon general, did not cause any more trouble. 

... 

he was directly blown up by zhang shan’s control of the panda ball and his combo skills. 

&Lt; system announcement: congratulations to Feng Yun realm, six-barreled Bodhisattva, heart follows 

me, and monastic robe for successfully killing the demon guerrilla general Zaire. &Gt; 

skill point +1, medal +100. 

haha, we’ve finally defeated him. It’s too difficult. 

“we’ve fought so many bosses, but this is the most nerve-wracking one.” 

“The monster siege only lasts for an hour, but this BOSS only appeared after about half an hour. We’re 

only given half an hour to fight such a powerful BOSS. How can we not be nervous?” 

but it’s okay. We’re still playing very quickly. There’s still about ten minutes before the event ends. 

“I wonder if the war god Guild and the domineering aura Guild will be able to defeat the guerrilla 

general before the event ends?” 

“It should be fine. There’s still enough time. As long as they’re careful and don’t have too many 

accidents, there shouldn’t be any problems.” 

why are you talking about that? let’s get the equipment. 



 

Chapter 247 The frozen heart 

the wind and cloud guild was the first to take down the general of the demonic guerrilla hit. the moment 

the system announcement came out, it instantly attracted everyone’s attention. 

In the world Channel. 

f * ck, how long has it been? the wind and cloud Guild has already destroyed the guerrilla general. 

They’re too strong. 

what’s so strange about it? the guerrilla general only has 120 million HP. With hundreds of people 

surrounding it, each of them only needs to deal one or two million HP. 

ASIBA, the guy upstairs makes it sound so simple. Where did you put the BOSS’s HP recovery? ” 

you’re talking about a dummy, right? can a boss just stand there and let people hit it? ” 

“i’m afraid this guy has never seen a boss before, hehe.” 

by the way, this guerilla general is really too strong. Our players only tried it once and gave up. A casual 

attack from him could deal around 70000 to 80000 damage. Who can withstand this? ” 

who told you to tank the boss? get someone to pile on the boss and kill it. How can there be someone 

who can tank every boss? ” 

no matter how many people we have, we won’t be able to survive the BOSS’s attacks. One shot for one 

kill. Even if we have thousands of people, it won’t be enough. 

are you kidding me? do you think you can defeat such an awesome BOSS with just a few thousand 

people? add more people. 

there’s no one in our city, and most people can’t leave the city. The small monsters can’t even handle it, 

so what’s the point of fighting them? ” 

“In fact, it’s almost the same. Even if we can defeat them, we don’t have enough time. There aren’t 

many cities that can really destroy the guerrilla generals this time.” 

“How many more do you want? You’re thinking too much. Can you ask how many cities are still 

persisting in beating the generals?” 

LAN Tian city is still holding on. Let’s try to destroy them before the event ends. 

Tyrannical Prince said in the world Channel. They were not the only Guild fighting guerilla general. 

He also organized the other Qin players to help clear out the small monsters, clearing out a large open 

space. 

Tens of thousands of players surrounded the BOSS, and a large number of players kept falling. At the 

same time, there were also people who continued to deal damage. 

The health of the guerrilla general was slowly reduced. 



As for the boss’s ulti, they had more people, so they were all stunned. 

The guerilla generals of LAN Tian city had never had the chance to use a big move. 

compared to zhang shan’s chu country, the qin country was where guild domination was located. 

The players were much more United, and with a single call from the domineering King, they all gathered. 

domineering and awesome. As expected of the perpetual second place, hehe. 

“you dare to say that domineering aura is always second? be careful, they might cross cities and kill 

you.” 

” hahaha, it’s okay to say it, right? is it that overbearing? ” 

” the wind and cloud guild is awesome. our an yi city’s demon guerrilla general is about to be blown up. 

” 

holy sh * t! The boss is the boss! Is this the strength of the top ten guilds? ” 

strength my ass. The wind and cloud Guild still beat us to it. 

“Don’t mind the details. It’s already good enough that you can defeat the guerrilla general.” 

how did the wind and cloud Guild fight so quickly? brothers from Dangyang city, did anyone see how 

they fought? if you saw it, please tell us. 

where am I supposed to look? they’re surrounding the BOSS and attacking it. I was just about to go up 

and take a look when I was cut down by the wind and cloud Guild. How depressing. 

“ASIBA, who asked you to get so close? you can just look from a distance. You’re so close, people might 

think you’re up to something.” 

there were some who were not afraid of death and wanted to cause some destruction. I looked from 

afar, but they didn’t cut me. 

“Did you see how they fought the BOSS? The brothers up there.” 

I saw it. The Panda pet of six-pipe Bodhisattva is extremely strong. It was fighting against the guerrilla 

general. 

“Holy sh * t, is it that awesome? Could guerilla general tank such high damage? I really want such a 

powerful pet.” 

do you think you’re the son of the game? this kind of bug-like existence is exclusive to the big boss of 

the divine weapon. 

it’s so f * cking unfair. This game is boring. I’m giving up. 

“haha, baibai.” 

The world Channel was abuzz with discussion. Meanwhile, Zhang Shan and the rest were busy preparing 

to distribute the equipment. 



A real name boss was a good item. The drops had never been bad. 

Feng Yun realm displayed the dropped item. 

There were three red equipment, one red material, one Arsenal token, and two skill books. 

ASIBA, this drop is a little interesting. That Arsenal token is still acceptable. 

yeah, I thought it would drop an ultimate skill book. I didn’t expect it to only drop two Trashy Books. 

we can’t ask for too much. With an Arsenal token, we won’t lose anything. After all, spiritual weapons 

are also good things. 

zhang shan looked at the items that feng yun realm displayed. 

Other than the Arsenal token, the other items were not worth mentioning, even though two skill books 

had dropped. 

An ice mage’s frozen heart, and a thief’s haste. 

These two skill books were not bad, and the frozen heart skill had similar effects to the fire wizard’s 

Heart of Fire. 

After maxing out a skill, it would increase one’s attack by 50%, which was considered a very impressive 

skill. 

... 

the thief’s [haste] wasn’t bad either. after activating it, his movement speed increased by 100% for five 

seconds. it was a skill that allowed him to escape. 

however, no matter how good these two skills were, they could not be compared to the ultimate skill, 

especially for a boss like zaire. 

It was not befitting of his status to just drop such a skill book. 

“Let’s start distributing the equipment. Same old rules, distribute the items according to the damage 

ranking.” 

after feng yun realm finished speaking, he announced the damage ranking for this boss battle. 

Needless to say, it was Zhang Shan who chose first again. In terms of damage output, no one could beat 

him. Moreover, his Panda team was also responsible for taking the damage. 

Every time, Zhang Shan would choose the best item, making him feel a little embarrassed. 

But what could they do? this was already the most reasonable distribution method. 

Moreover, he had indeed contributed the most, if Zhang Shan was not around. 

Whether or not the wind and cloud Guild could defeat the BOSS before the event ended was a problem. 

since he was the first to choose, there was no need to be particular. zhang shan chose the arsenal token. 

... 



Although he couldn’t use it himself, boss Wu could. Besides, he could auction it in the Guild. 

he wanted to get some money to use. he was a little short of money now. last time, he had given a red 

packet of five million gold coins for the positioning bead. 

he had less than 40 million gold coins left. 

After Feng Yun realm distributed the military warehouse token to Zhang Shan. 

The group of people asked in a hurry. 

brother divine weapon, you don’t want this Arsenal token, do you? you already have a divine weapon. 

Let’s start the auction. 

Uh, Zhang Shan did not know how to answer. 

He couldn’t use it himself, but boss Wu didn’t have a godly item. He was still using a level 30 Red Magic 

sword. 

“Do you want this military warehouse order?” 

Zhang Shan asked boss Wu. 

I don’t need it. I’m just a pure support now, with only one output skill. It’s a waste to give me a spiritual 

weapon. 

Boss Wu refused. An Arsenal token could be sold for tens of millions of gold coins. It was not of much 

use to him, so he might as well sell it for money. 

 

Chapter 248 six-barrel vulcan cannon construction blueprint 

Since boss Wu didn’t want it, they would just auction it internally. 

Although spiritual weapons were not as good as divine weapons, they were still very popular. In the end, 

the Arsenal token was bought by the wind cloud Cupid for 30 million gold coins. 

Speaking of which, the wind cloud Cupid had already won two items from Zhang Shan. 

Previously, in order to release the ultimate skill, he had bid for the source of magic from Zhang Shan. 

In addition to the current arsenal token, the two items together cost almost a hundred million gold 

coins. 

He really couldn’t see it. 

This was also a true. Rich bosses. 

After getting Zhang Shan’s Arsenal token, the attack power of the wind cloud Cupid would be greatly 

improved. 

it would also greatly increase the power of his wrath of the stars. 



After all, the damage of an ultimate skill was multiplied by the original damage, and the wrath of the 

stars was ten times the damage. 

After being equipped with a spirit weapon, the wind cloud Cupid’s attack power was estimated to be 

more than 5000. 

once he used his ultimate skill, he could deal more than 50000 damage per second. the power was even 

stronger, and it was a little scary. 

For the rich bosses, this money should be well spent. 

After Zhang Shan received the gold coins, he handed the Arsenal token to wind cloud Cupid, and then 

sent a red packet of three million gold coins in the Guild channel. 

100 gold coins in hand, hehe. 

“not bad, brother. that’s more than the average. i only managed to get 10 gold coins.” 

not bad, 500 gold coins in. This is the only thing we can get from this boss battle. The other items are 

not worth much. 

it’s good enough to have one that’s valuable. Young people should be content. 

After Zhang Shan sent out the red packet, Feng Yun realm continued to distribute the other items. 

Moving heart chose the frozen heart skill book and sold it for 1000000 gold coins. 

As for the other items, they were split among Feng Yun realm and the others. 

The haste skill book had been sold for 100000 gold coins. As for the three red equipment, the average 

price was less than 10000 gold coins. 

The equipment’s level was a little too high. no one would be able to use level 50 equipment. 

If it was a level 30 red equipment, then it would be more acceptable. It might even be able to sell for 

20000 to 30000 gold coins each. 

Level 50 ones weren’t worth much, and no one wanted them. 

After all the items were distributed, Zhang Shan did not manage to get a red envelope of 100 gold coins. 

However, he did not lose out. 

He had earned 30 million gold coins by selling the Arsenal token to Cupid, minus the three million red 

packets he had given out. 

He still had a net profit of 27 million. 

He looked at the small gold vault in his bag. It was not bad. He had almost 60 million gold coins. 

He could spend some money now, but he didn’t know when he would be able to see something that 

would attract him. 

“You guys continue farming, I’ll be leaving first.” 



Windcloud blade said anxiously after splitting the loot. 

“Why are you in such a hurry? there are still a few minutes before the event ends.” 

what else could he have gone to? it’s the mission to challenge the demon general. He’s probably already 

completed it. He’s probably going to the East Capital to submit the mission. 

” f * ck, then shouldn’t i congratulate brother yidao in advance for obtaining a divine weapon? ” 

“Please don’t. Who knows how many f * cking pits there are?” 

This time, unstable blade no longer dared to be full of confidence. He had finally experienced the 

difficulty of obtaining a divine weapon. 

Challenging the demon general was only the first step. It was hard to say what he would do next. 

then don’t be in a hurry. We’ll talk about it after the event. Don’t you want to be on the city defense 

contribution rank? ” 

my ass. I definitely won’t be in the top ten. In any case, I’m definitely in the top 10000. I’m too lazy to try 

again. 

“If you don’t continue, you might not even be able to enter the top 10000.” 

it’s fine if you can’t get in. Anyway, there’s no difference between those trashy treasure chests. It all 

depends on your looks. 

After Windcloud blade finished speaking, he began channeling a teleport scroll to return to the city. 

This brother was very anxious. 

However, if it was Zhang Shan, he would also be anxious. A divine weapon was so attractive. As for the 

chest that could be exchanged for the city defense contribution ranking ... 

To be honest, this thing was too dependent on one’s looks. 

from the start of the game, zhang shan had participated in several monster attacks and had always been 

ranked first. 

the rewards were all 5-star treasure chests. 

He said that there was a one in ten thousand chance of getting a divine artifact. 

in the end, after so many attempts, he had not managed to get anything. 

Only during the first monster siege event did he get a berserk skill book. 

... 

It was a pretty good thing. 

The best one was an enhanced rejuvenation skill book, which was somewhat useful to boss Wu. 

The other times, he had obtained trash materials and wasted his expression. 



Of course, one had to look at one’s face to open the chest. 

However, he still had to try his best to increase his contribution rank. At least it was an opportunity. 

For example, only the 5-star Treasure chest, which was the reward for the first place, had a chance of 

obtaining a divine weapon. 

The other four treasure chests could not be opened at all. 

The premise of having a good face was that you had to have a box first. If you didn’t have the 

corresponding box, then what was the point of saying a hammer? 

Windcloud blade went to the East Capital to hand in his quest to orchon. The others continued to farm 

monsters after distributing the items. 

There wasn’t much time left until the event ended. 

They also gave up on the idea of fighting the boss. 

... 

There was still a level 50 red boss in Dangyang city, the Ironback Bear King, which no one was fighting. 

However, none of them said that they were going to cause a wave. 

He was really a little tired from fighting the general of the demon guerrilla hit, so he was highly focused. 

It wasn’t easy to finish this, so he might as well kill some monsters to relax. 

Moreover, a level 50 red boss was not easy to deal with. 

They were not that easy to deal with. There were only a few minutes left. 

He might not even be able to kill the Ironback Bear King before the event ended, so he might as well not 

waste that effort. 

Zhang Shan and the rest were quietly farming monsters, waiting for the event to end. 

The system notifications rang out one after another. 

the war god guild and the domineering aura guild had finally defeated the guerrilla general before the 

event ended. 

This was especially true for domineering aura. They had managed to kill the boss on time. If they had 

been any slower, the event would have ended. 

When the time was up, the dense crowd of monsters outside the city disappeared in an instant. 

Outside Dangyang city, the originally chaotic situation had become clear. 

Other than the players, there was not a single monster to be seen. 

The bosses that some of the players were fighting were also wiped out by the system. 

“The event is over. Time to open the box.” 



you only have a two-star Box at most. What’s there to open? it’s 100% trash. 

so what if it’s a 2-star Treasure chest? you’re talking as if you have a 5-star Treasure chest. 

Zhang Shan did not care about those idiots. He took out the reward chest from the mail system and 

opened it. 

it was plain and did not have any special lighting effects. 

ASIBA, did you open another piece of trash? It’s a bit of a waste to give me this 5-star Treasure chest. 

Zhang Shan opened his backpack to check. 

What the hell is this? is it a blueprint? 

He checked the blueprint that he had obtained from the treasure chest. 

Six-barrel Vulcan cannon blueprint (one star): 50,000 attack, range of 100 yards, attack interval 0.5 

seconds. 

[ requirement: engineering level 4 ] 

 

Chapter 249 Six-barrel fire god cannon construction blueprint (2) 

Looking at the blueprint that had just been opened, Zhang Shan was a little confused. 

What the hell was this? what the hell was a city-guarding equipment? The players didn’t have a city, so 

how could they defend it? 

It can’t be used during a monster attack, right? 

No matter how he looked at it, it didn’t look like it. The monster attacks were happening outside the 

city. 

Where are you going to put this six-barrel Vulcan cannon? the NPC Army is standing on the city wall. 

The players went up again. 

Could it be that in the future, players would be allowed to build cities? That was interesting. 

Of course, Zhang Shan was just guessing. Anyway, it was still too early for this. His current life profession 

had only just advanced to an engineer. 

the six-barrel vulcan cannon, on the other hand, was a level 4 blueprint, and one could only start 

learning how to make it after becoming a master engineer. 

He didn’t even know how to get promoted to master engineer. He only had 100 proficiency points now. 

He was still 200 proficiency points away from becoming a master engineer. 

This would require two more Level 3 blueprints, but he did not have any. 

He didn’t even know where to get the blueprint. 



Forget it, I’ll just leave this thing for now. It’ll definitely be useful in the future. 

The six-barrel fire god cannon was obviously an impressive item. 

It had 50000 attack power, and its range was extremely long. It actually had a range of a hundred yards. 

It was much further than Zhang Shan’s own shooting range, if this was during a fight. 

To be able to use the six-barrel fire god cannon, wouldn’t that be awesome? 

Who would dare to rush over when a few cannons were fired? 

Unfortunately, the six-barrel Vulcan cannon was only a defensive weapon, not a weapon that players 

could use. 

otherwise, even if zhang shan could throw away his divine weapon, he would still have to get a fire god 

cannon to use. 

this thing could not be used for the time being, and zhang shan was also a little uncertain. 

He would first send it to others and ask for their opinions. 

Zhang Shan said after sharing the blueprint in the Guild channel. 

I just opened the box and found a blueprint like this. What will it be used for after it’s made? where will I 

put it to defend the city? ” 

f * ck, this thing is awesome. It has 50000 attack power, a 100-yard range, and a fast attack speed. It can 

hit twice in a second. 

“is this a f * cking defensive tower?” 

you don’t say. It feels like it’s similar to a defensive tower, but the problem is, where are we going to put 

it? ” 

“it’s probably in the guild residence.” 

“Isn’t this nonsense? our Guild’s base is in the city. Who are we defending against?” 

maybe players can build cities in the future. In many games, players can build cities. It’s a little strange 

that this game hasn’t opened up a city building function. 

“No matter how I look at it, this game doesn’t look like it can build a city. Where can it be built? The NPC 

cities have taken up all the land. We can’t just build the city in the monster map, right?” 

that’s simple. When we counterattack to the demon race, we’ll build the city in their territory. 

holy sh * t, your train of thought is a little strange. You don’t say, it’s really possible. 

how long do we have to wait? we don’t even know where the demon race came from. 

who cares? let’s play slowly. Leveling up is the right thing to do. When we reach level 100, we’ll know 

everything. 



” f * ck, he’s really daring. this game levels up so slowly. i’ll probably be old by the time i reach level 100. 

” 

bro, that’s a bit of an exaggeration. Didn’t you also think that leveling up was slow at the beginning? 

aren’t you all level 30 now? ” 

“That’s right, there will be a way.” 

After Zhang Shan sent out the blueprint in the Guild channel, there was a heated discussion. 

however, zhang shan felt that their discussion had gone off track. 

What he wanted to ask was what the fire god cannon would be used for after it was built. Why were 

they discussing upgrading it? 

However, it was likely that no one knew for now. After all, for now. 

the city defense weapons looked really out of place. 

Without a city to defend, what was the use of these defensive weapons? 

of course, whether it was useful or not, zhang shan had to think of a way to make the fire god cannon. 

The name of this item matched his character’s name very well. Did he have a Natal item? 

have you guys ever obtained any? engineering blueprints, they have to be level 3 and above. Without 

the blueprint, life professions can’t level up. 

In the auction house, Zhang Shan had not found any engineering blueprints, so he casually asked on the 

Guild channel. 

There were 50000 members in the Guild. The more people there were, the stronger they were. Zhang 

Shan had never gotten an engineering recipe before, but someone else might have. 

no, I’ve never obtained a recipe before. 

it feels like a blueprint is very rare. I’ve never seen it before. 

... 

“Where do blueprints usually come from? are they dropped from killing monsters? Why didn’t we get it 

before?” 

I don’t know. We’ve fought quite a few bosses before, but we’ve never seen any drop a recipe. 

“It was probably dropped by a small monster.” 

“We’ve killed quite a few monsters, but why haven’t we seen any?” 

how many of us are there? there are so many players in the game, but I’ve never seen any blueprints for 

sale in the auction house. Isn’t it normal that we didn’t get any? ” 

Alright, there were 50000 players in the Guild, but no one had ever seen it. 



Zhang Shan himself had not obtained a blueprint before, so it was not strange. Perhaps the drop rate of 

this thing was really low. 

From the looks of it, he would try his best to buy them from auctions in the future. 

Just because they couldn’t do it didn’t mean that others couldn’t. There were so many players in the 

game. 

What kind of strange item? someone had already obtained it, let alone the recipe. 

He just had to pay more attention to the auction house in the future. 

... 

Zhang Shan felt that he should use the positioning ball to set the coordinates at the auction house in 

Dangyang city. 

He would come back a few times a day and go to the auction house to take a look when he was free. 

It wasn’t a good thing that he couldn’t buy the items he needed. 

anyway, it was convenient to go back and forth with the positioning bead, and he didn’t have to run 

away himself. 

After the monster attack, everyone was busy opening the boxes. 

“Did anyone get anything good when they opened the box just now?” 

Someone asked in the Guild channel. 

” is the white material considered good? ” 

you’re a scum. Do you only deserve to open white materials? ” 

” i feel like i’ve used up all my luck to get a purple equipment, but purple equipment is not worth much 

anymore. ” 

it’s good enough to have an equipment for you. You can sell it for at least one or two hundred gold 

coins. 

“A skill book for rejuvenation.” 

“One orange equipment, hahaha.” 

he didn’t get any good items. the chances of getting good items from the treasure chests rewarded by 

the monster siege event were really low. 

Perhaps the players ‘requirements had become higher. 

In the past, when they had obtained orange equipment, they had been happy for a long time. Now, 

these guild leaders would not even look at the orange equipment. 

After the matter was settled, Zhang Shan looked at the red name status on his body. It had been 

cleared. 



There weren’t too many people killed this time, and they had been killing monsters and fighting the boss 

just now, so their red names disappeared even faster. 

Zhang Shan rode his horse back to the city. He was too lazy to cast the spell. He was not far from the city 

gate anyway. 

Riding a horse wasn’t much slower. 

After returning to the city, he teleported to the auction house and used the positioning Pearl to set a 

coordinate in the auction house. 

The locating Pearl could locate a total of three coordinates. Now that he had located two, he could still 

locate one more. 

However, there wasn’t a place that he needed to visit often for the time being, so he would keep it for 

now. 

 

Chapter 250 Borrowing materials 

after the auction house marked the location, zhang shan decided to see if there was anything worth 

buying. 

Didn’t the monster attack just end? 

Perhaps there would be players who would open chests, obtain good items, and put them up for 

auction. 

Zhang Shan first looked for the engineering blueprints. 

however, he didn’t. he was overthinking. 

He then checked the Hunter skill books, divine equipment quest items, divine materials, and so on. 

However, there was nothing. 

On the other hand, the materials had increased by quite a bit. Zhang Shan scanned through the 

materials that were at a suitable price. 

Prepare more, you’ll need them in the future anyway. 

He was only an engineer now, and there was still a long way to go. He needed to get more materials and 

slowly level up in the future. 

he teleported away from the auction house and stored the newly bought materials and the fire god 

cannon blueprint in the warehouse. 

Zhang Shan said in the Guild channel. 

are there any other activities? if there’s nothing else, I’ll go to the beast King Valley First. 

“f * ck, brother divine weapon, if you want to go, just go. don’t say anything.” 



that’s right. You arrived in an instant. We still have to run for more than half an hour. 

“Hehe.” 

It seemed like he had nothing to do. He first greeted boss Wu and then went to beast King Valley. 

“I’m going to go farm some monsters. You guys take your time.” 

alright, you can go first. I’ll come over with the rest later. 

OK. 

After Zhang Shan finished speaking, he used the positioning Pearl to teleport to the beast King Valley. 

Since everyone had gone to participate in the monster attack, only a few dozen people were left to 

guard the entrance of the passage. 

The entire beast King Valley was silent. 

Now that no one was forming a team with him, he would just go solo. 

Killing monsters was the norm, and events were only an occasional occurrence. 

As Zhang Shan was farming monsters, he was also watching the big shots bragging in the Guild channel. 

“Is there anyone who wants to go and farm monsters? Let’s go together. I’m afraid I’ll be cut down on 

the road alone.” 

“You’re afraid of death, aren’t you? if you’re afraid of death, then don’t leave the city. You won’t die if 

you stay in Dangyang city every day.” 

what are you saying? I’m going to farm monsters. If there are monsters in the city, I really don’t plan on 

leaving the city. 

“You’re ruthless.” 

let’s go and farm monsters together. The event is over, so why are you still staying here? ” 

I’m waiting for brother Yidao’s divine weapon to appear. He’s been gone for so long, but there’s still no 

news. 

one blade, one blade, how’s the progress? why haven’t we gotten the divine weapon yet? could it be 

that we’re stuck on another mission? ” 

“i don’t know. i’m talking to lil ‘ou right now. he’s been talking for a long time, but i don’t understand. 

what does he want? depressed.” 

Zhang Shan looked at wind cloud blade’s reply and could not help but be amused. 

It’s right that this guy doesn’t understand. Lil ‘ou is asking for divine materials, right? Those who had 

never seen divine materials would not know what they were. 

Forget it, I’ll help him. 

calling for wind and cloud blade. 



“Brother Yidao, what’s going on? Lil ‘ou is asking you what you want?” 

“He said that my divine weapon was damaged and my divinity was lost. If he wanted to repair it, he 

would need materials filled with divinity. What is that thing? have you encountered it before?” 

As expected, Zhang Shan knew it. 

It was the same when he first went to look for Master Lu. 

If the description of the materials was similar to Master Lu’s request, he would be dumbfounded as well. 

The NPCs would not give you a clear explanation. They would only say that they needed materials filled 

with divinity. 

those who had never seen it before, who knew what it was. 

Speaking of which, this was quite a scam. If not for all the coincidences, Zhang Shan suspected that 

there might not have been any God equipment until now. 

“Did ou Zi say how many divine materials he wanted?” 

Zhang Shan estimated that wind and cloud blade did not have such a thing. 

“Do you know what an ingredient full of divinity is? Where can we get that?” 

“It’s almost divine-ranked materials. How many do you want? If you want too little, I can lend it to you 

first. If you want too much, then I can’t help you. I can’t help you with that, it’s a little hard to get.” 

It seemed that Windcloud blade was rather pitiful, as he had managed to obtain a divine weapon as a 

quest item after much difficulty. 

However, he had not been able to get his hands on the divine weapon. It was better to help him. 

... 

“Holy F * ck, are there any more divine-rank materials? why haven’t i seen it before? later, i’ll ask lil ‘ou 

how many materials i need to repair the divine artifact.” 

Not long after, wind and cloud blade said to Zhang Shan. 

“Just one is enough. Why don’t you sell me one of the materials?” 

“I’m not selling it. I’m lending it to you. Remember to return it in the future. Also, don’t tell anyone 

about this. I secretly collected this thing from the auction house. Other than the Daoist priest with a 

saber, no one knows the importance of this thing.” 

After Zhang Shan finished speaking, he read the teleport back to the city. 

He did not bring the divine materials with him. They were all in the warehouse. 

They had just arrived at the beast King Valley and had only killed a few monsters before they had to 

return. Fortunately, the cooldown time of the positioning ball was relatively short. 

as long as there were three minutes between them, they would be able to teleport again. 



After returning to Dangyang city, Zhang Shan went to the warehouse and took out a divine material. 

Through the mail system, he mailed it to Windcloud blade. 

” i’ve mailed the materials to you. check and receive them. ” 

thank you. I’ve received it. I’ll return three to you next time. 

... 

“hurry up and complete your divine weapon mission. i guess there are still many things to do after this. 

it won’t be so easy for you to get your hands on it.” 

“There’s nothing I can do about it. For the divine weapon, I’m going to fight with Lil ‘ou.” 

After wind and cloud blade received Zhang Shan’s materials, he continued to complete his mission. 

Zhang Shan waited for the cooldown time of the positioning ball to end before he continued to teleport 

to the beast King Valley to farm monsters. 

After farming for more than half an hour, the others had also arrived at the beast King Valley. 

f * ck, we used to walk and brother divine artifact rode a horse. Now we finally have a horse to ride, but 

brother divine artifact teleported directly. I’m so jealous. 

“Young man, you need to be calm.” 

yes, you have to think of it this way. You’re already riding a hero Mount, and many players are still riding 

a date red Horse. 

“haha, if you think about it this way, don’t you feel much better?” 

“Good my ass, are you all so useless? If you don’t compete with the strong, what’s the point of 

competing with those weak chickens?” 

“What else can we do? Brother artifact still has two divine artifacts, and brother Yidao is about to get his 

hands on one. Aren’t you even more jealous when you think about this?” 

“That makes sense, ASIBA.” 

Speaking of which, brother one blade, what are you doing? why haven’t I seen your divine weapon 

appear yet? ” 

“Don’t worry, I’m on the run to buy materials.” 

” is it almost done? you didn’t stop the mission, right? ” 

“I don’t know yet. I’ll only know the next step after I’ve completed one step. Right now, I’m buying 

materials everywhere. ‘Damn it, Lil’ ou doesn’t make things clear. One moment, he wants to buy this 

material, and the next moment, he wants to buy that material.’ it’s a good thing i have a mount now, or 

else i’d have to run until my legs break.” 

After wind and cloud blade received the materials that Zhang Shan had sent him, another half an hour 

had passed. 



He still hadn’t completed the quest, so he still had to run. 

 


